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Dr. Frederick J. Mayer
Mayer Applied Research Inc.
1417 Dicken Drive
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Dear Dr. Mayer:
This is in response to your letter dated November 11, 1991, that transmitted
your hypothesis regarding charge-neutral "particles" embedded in solids, in a
scenario involving their nuclear reactions.
I appreciate your interest in evaluating this hypothesis in the context of the
cluster fusion experiments supported by the Division of Advanced Energy
Projects (AEP), that are being performed by Buehler, Friedlander, and Friedman
at the Brookhaven National Laboratory. While interesting results have been
published on this subject, the present understanding of the processes
attributed to cluster impact fusion, nevertheless, provides no compelling
reason for this Division to expand its support of research in this area.
Consequently, I cannot encourage you to submit a research proposal to develop
your theory.
Let me emphasize that this evaluation only considered the proposed research in
relation to funding priorities within AEP. It represents no judgement in
terms of the scientific merit of the hypothesis.
However, you do have the option to seek funding from other sources. In this
regard, I would encourage you to make sure that the members of the Brookhaven
cluster-beam fusion research team are aware of your ideas.
Thank you for taking the time to inform me of your idea.
Sincerely,

Walter M. Polansky, Director
Division of Advanced Energy Projects
Office of Basic Energy Sciences, ER-16
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November 11, 1991
Dr. Walter M. Polansky, Director
Division of Advanced Energy Projects
Office of Basic Energy Sciences, ER-16
Department of Energy
Washington, D. C. 20585
Dear Dr. Polansky:
As you may remember, my colleague John Reitz and I had done some
theoretical research in cold fusion. Recently, we have considered other
anomalous experiments according to our hypothesis regarding charge-neutral
"particles" that we have called hydrons. Enclosed is a preprint copy of our
recent paper, "On Very-Low Energy Hydrogenic Nuclear Reactions", for your
review. We believe that it contains important implications for the clusterimpact fusion program which we understand your office has helped to
support. As you no doubt realize, we are in need of some support for our
research (the previous work was privately funded). Because it is potentially
very important, we would like to submit a proposal for some support to
further our theoretical efforts and to suggest experiments for the Brookhaven
group that could either prove or disprove our hypothesis. I am writing this
letter as a pre-proposal, and to inquire whether you would encourage our
submitting a proposal for model calculations and experiments design.
We think that there is some interesting new physics in these low-energy
experiments; we hope that we might assist your office in an effort to
understand it. I look forward to hearing from you soon.

7:Jrn~D
Frederick J.
President

·ON VERY LOW ENERGY HYDROGENIC
NUCLEAR REACTIONS

COLD FUSION
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Some results are described that derive from the assumption that very low energy(== 1 eV) electron-proton, electrondeuteron, and electron-triton resonance particle systems
(denoted 1r-, o-, and r-hydrons) are created in various materials and experiments. Information regarding the resonance
width and lifetime is extracted from the data of cluster-impact
fusion experiments, and these experiments are discussed in
connection with other anomalous experiments, including cold
fusion experiments, which are examples of a new class of
hydron-mediated nuclear reactions-resonant direct nuclear
react ions.

INTRODUCTION
In recent years, numerous experiments have been performed that, in one way or another, appear to be associated
with nuclear reactions but in an energy regime so low as to
make them, in effect, seemingly impossible. Some of these experiments have Jed to substantial controversy, as in the case
of the Fleischmann and Pons 1 experiments; some, such as
the experiments of Buehler, Friedlander, and Friedman 2
(Ufo"F), have led to astonishment; while others, such as the experiments of Lochte-Holtgreven,J have gone largely unnoticed. This..tcchnicalnote attempts to tie all of these seemingly
disparate experiments together under one straightforward and
basic theory of low-energy hydrogenic nuclear reactions.
Although these experiments are characterized by widely
differing material configurations, they have a common
thread- they all incorporate heavy hydrogen (deuterium) as
one species in their active media. In the case of the Fleischmann-Pons experiments, deuterium is electrolytically loaded
into a room temperature metal (e.g., palladium); deuterium
is one component of a near-solid, heated plasma in the 13FF experiments; finally, deuterium is a gaseous component in a lower
density, low-temperature plasma in the Lochte-1-loltgreven
experiments. It is well known that to obtain finite, i.e., measurable, deuteron-deuteron (d-d) nuclear reactions, a plasma
temperature or the order of 1 keY or higher is required to
overcome the Coulomb barrier. Since, in all of these experiments, the temperatures do not exceed about a few tens of

electron-volts, it is often stated that no nuclear reactions are
possible because the d-d reaction would be expected to have
the l.owest Coulomb barrier, hence the highest reaction rate.
We hope to show that this reasoning is only partially correct
because it assumes that the incoming particles (deuterons)
always have a charge of+ I. If a short-scale screening mechanism exists, then barrier penetration is readily achieved, with
much higher attendant nuclear reaction rates. That such
screening does, indeed, lead to very strongly increased reaction rates has been clearly demonstrated in the case of muoncatalyzed fusion, 4 in which a muon of mass -200 times that
of an electron effectively screens out the electrostatic field of
a hydrogen nucleus down to a dimension of -260 F, giving
rise to the strongly increased reaction rates observed in such
experiments.
Recently, Benesh, Spence, and Vary 5 (BSV) suggested
that an electron continuum bound state (resonance) is to be
expected in electron-hydrogenic scattering systems. These resonances or "virtual-state" particles may exist long enough to
charge neutralize a hydrogenic nucleus and, in a manner similar to that of muon-catalyzed fusion, allow for easy Coulomb barrier penetration and hence nuclear reactions of the
hydro genic system and its charged collision partner. On the
basis of their quantum electrodynamic (QED) calculations,
BSV estimated that the electron scattering resonance energy
is only of the order of a few electron-volts, but perhaps most
interesting is the fact that the virtual particle (e-p) is an extremely compact object of the order of a few fennis. 11 Furthermore, Ucnesh, Vary, and SpenceR (BVS) applied the
virtual particle concept in an attempt to understand the
astonishing results of the "cluster-impact" fusion experiments
of DFF, albeit with limited success. We believe that the large
number of "strange" apparently nuclear reactions in these experiments, as well as other anomalous observations, may all
be attributable to the existence and interactions in matter of
"Although QED calculations of the BSV type are expected to be
the most accurate method for determining the properties of this
compact "particle" resonance, we mention that its formation depends on a strong attractive interaction of short range. Our preliminary calculations(• indicate that the magnetic dipole-dipole
interaction (believed to be the important interaction governing
compact e+e- resonance formation; see, for example, Wong and
Becker 7 ) is large enough to make the resonance particle size -I
to 2 F.

these electron-hydrogenic resonance systems. We consider the
resonance energy Eu to be -1 eY (because of our fits to
some data). but the derivations given here are more general
-and Eu can be considered a parameter.
For convenience, we give these compact particles a name:
hydrons. We denote these electron continuum bound-state
resonances as follows: the e-p resonance as the 11'-hydron, the
e-d resonance as the o-hydron, and the e-1 resonance as the
r-hydron. Note that during their brief lifetimes, the 7!'-hydron
behaves very much like a neutron, the o-hydron like a dineutron, and the r-hydron like a trineutron, except that their
nuclear reactions are different from their "real" neutron
counterparts. It is very important to determine the characteristics of such particles, and in particular, their lifetimes. DVS
made a fit to the BFF data to extract an estimate of the o
particle's lifetime, arriving at a value of the order of tens of
milliseconds, an extremely long time on the atomic scale. Furthermore, to have important implications, it is only necessary
that the resonance particles live for times that are long compared to typical atom-atom collision times of:::=:: w- 14 s.
We present a set of calculations for estimating the nuclear
reaction rates and characteristics of this new class of hydrogenic objects. We then connect our results to some available
data that we believe demonstrates that these neutral, virtual
rarticles (the hydrons) play the major role in the "strange" experiments. A detailed explanation of the so-called "cold fusion" experiments (e.g., the Fleischmann-Pons experiments)
has been presented elsewhere. 9
THE SCREENED COULOMB PENETRATION CALCULATION

Because it is the dominant process limiting nuclear reactions at low. energies, we estimate the effect of screening on
the barrier penetration with a simple model. We use a modified Wentzel-Krarrrers-Brillouin approximation and assume a
sharp cutoff type of screening; i.e., the Coulomb barrier potential is unaffected for R 11 < r < r.n and it is zero for r > rs,
where R,, and rl. are the nuclear radius and the screen length,
respectively. It is easy to show that in the limit rslr,. « 1, the
penetration exponent r goes as [remembering that the barrier
penetration factor is p == exp(- r)]

where S(£) is the usual astrophysical S factor (keY ·b) and
E is, in the rresent case, in the range of only a few electronvolts.
THE NUCLEAR REACTION RATES

In the following, the notation refers to the case of a ohydron reacting with a partner, but it should be clear that all
of the formulas are easily generalized to the other hydron interactions.
We follow the calculation outlined by Rolfs and Rodney.10 The relevant formula for the reaction of o-hydrons is
Rolfs and Rodney's Eq. (4.17) with complete screening, that
is, taking b = 0. The average of the cross section over a Maxwcii-Doltzmann energy distribution (at temperature T) is
(o·u)s = (8hrJ.-L) 112 (kT)- 112 S(O)
= 1.5 x J0- 15 (J.-L 11 T)- 112 S(0) cm 3/s ,

(4) .

with S(O) in kilo-electron-volt-barns and Tin electron-volts.
The usual unscreened d-d rate is given by
(au),= 7.2 x w- 19 t 2 exp(-nS(O) cm 3 /s,
(5)
with r = l97T- 113 • The total reaction rate (per cubic centimetre) of a mixture of oand d particles would then be given
by
r = n6n,1(au)s

+ (n"n"/2) (av)

11

,

(6) _

where n" is the deuteron number density. An example of the
effect of the oparticles on the total d-d nuclear reaction rate
is shown in Fig. I, where we plot rl0 191n,7 as a function of
temperature for three different fractional numbers of oparticles (n61n,, = w-IJ' w-tl' and w- 9 ), and we have taken
S(O) =55 keY· b. These curves show that substantial reaction

1 o ·- · 2

1o - 3

(I)

where

10 - 4

7r[(2J.-L) 112 /h] (2 1 Z2 e 2/£ 112 ) =usual unscreened
penetration exponent
rc = 2 1Z 2e 2/£ =distance of closest approach in the
unscreened Coulomb potential.

r,. =

Substituting numbers, this equation becomes
r = 1.06(ZtZ2J.-Lu) 112 (r} 12 - RJ,12 )
where

~

co

a: 1o --5
-o
Q)
.~

-m

E 1o-s
0

,

(2)

z

10 . 7

J.Lu = reduced mass (amu)

10 - 8

R11 , rs = nuclear radius and screen length (F).

With R, == 1.3AP F, note that if the screen length is roughly
a few fermis, the penetration exponent is still about zero; i.e.,
almost complete penetration to the nuclear surface can take
place. Hence, the penetration factor P = exp(-r) == 1.
Therefore, the cross section for the resonance particle {11', o,
or r) interaction with another nucleus may be approximately
taken to be (in astrophysical notation)
a(E) = S(E)IE ,

(3)

10- 9
10

-l

10°

10 1

10 2

10 3

Temperature (eV)

Fig. 1. The normalized d-d nuclear reaction rate (r l0 19/n(7) as a
function of temperature. The parameter on the curves indicates the value of logw(n 6 /nc~).

collisional decay rate, respectively. If the collisions between
o particles and the nuclei are like "hard spheres," we might
expect (ou),""" 1rR 1~U11 == 5 X w- 20A 213 (TIJJ. 0 ) 112 cm 3/s. The
solution to Eq. (10) is

RESONANCE PARTICLE PRODUCTION

with

To calculate the rate at which the resonance particles are
created, we again follow the Rolfs and Rodney derivation 10
for sharply peaked resonance reactions. These authors display
the velocity-averaged integration· over the strongly peaked
cross section of the (approximately) Breit-Wigner type. In the
present case, Rolfs and Rodney's Eq. (4.56) becomes

<--,

t

~

~

v
s:
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~

rates are therefore possible even with relatively small numbers
of o-hydrons. This is, of course, the result of the electron
scattering resonance providing easy Coulomb barrier penetration. Clearly, the number of o particles produced under
various conditions is a most important consideration.

\.J

(au)n = (27riJJ.kT) 312 h 2 w-yuexp( -EulkT)

(7)

where
J1.

= m('m 11 1(m,.

+ m 11 ) ==

111,.

=reduced mass

+ T hm11 )] [I - exp( -tits)] , (II)

no= [nenc~(au)ur,/(1

Is =

T 11

11

I ( 1 + T11 IT col/)

If the source producing the ionization is removed, the first
term in Eq. (10) goes to zero, and the c5-particle density falls
exponentially. If we go to the steady state (t » Is), then the
o-particle density is given by
lllJ

= n,.nd( ou)nr 11 1( l

= electron

1'1,

.

(13)

( 14)

Now, at early time (t
Eq. (II) is given by

temperature

«

Is), the o-particle density from

w =spin factor of order one
-y R =

+ r,lrco/1)

lf the collisional decay time is short compared to the natural
decay time (high densities), then the steady-state o-particle
density is independent of the lifetime:

Eu = electron scattering resonance energy

T

{12)

•

(15)

r" r b <r u + I\>

r, = energy widths for elastic and resonance scatter-

We use this result later after estimating an important parameter in the resonance particle system- the line width r/J.

ing, respectively.
Substituting numbers, we have
(au) u

= 3.12

X 10 5 T,:- 312 71

A CLUSTER·IMPACT FUSION MODEL

exp (- EuiTe) cm 3/s ,

(8)

where En and Te are now in electron-volts, and 11 = w-y u·
Note that the resonance particle lifetime r,, and the resonance energy width are related by r/Jr, = h, so that with

ra » rb.

(au)ur, = 3.3 X 10- 22 wT,:- 312 exp( -EniTe) cm 3 •

(9)

Equation (9) relates the reaction rate to the o-hydron lifetime. However, in general, mechanisms other than spontaneous decay of the oparticles are important, _thereby reducing
the opart-icle's lifetime below that given by Eq. (9). We now
look at some interesting time-dependent effects controlling the
o-particle popu1ation. Notice that the peak c5-particle production rate occurs for an electron temperature of Te = ( ~ )Eu.
RESONANCE PARTICLE POPULATION DYNAMICS

The number of o-hydrons present under specific circumstances depends on various time scales and whether steady
state has been achieved. Here we derive the population density of oparticles for the important case in which we assume
that the electron temperature remains constant (to make
(au>n a constant). The oparticles decay by either collisional
decay with nuclei (or possibly electrons) or by natural decay
after a lifetime r 11 • We refer to collisions with nuclei in the
following. The population equation may be written as
dn 0 1dt =

11<.11 11 (au)u- 11 0

(r;; 1 + r,~J,) ,

(10)

where
11(',

lit~=

electron and deuteron (ionized deuterium atoms) densities, respectively

( au)u = reaction rate per pair per cubic centimetre.

The collisional decay time is given by r,:;-,}1 = 11 11 (ou),, where
11, and (au), are the nuclear density and velocity-averaged

Important experiments were recently reported by BFF
in Ref. 2. In these experiments, clusters of heavy water molecules were accelerated to a few hundred kilo-electron-volts
and allowed to impact on deuterated targets (TiD, ZrD, deuterated polyethylene-CD 2 ). These researchers found that d-d
nuclear reactions were induced in the cluster impact, yet the
expected maximum reasonable numbers of such reactions
based on high-energy deuteron barrier penetration was some
ten or more orders of magnitude smaller than those observed.
We believe that the production of a relatively small number
of highly reactive o-hydrons during the cooling of the target
and cluster material to only a few electron-volts is the likely
explanation of these experiments, as we show later. As mentioned earlier, this possibility has already been put forward
in a different cluster impact model 8 by BVS, who attempted
to extract the resonance energy and line width from both the
BFF data and from some more recent data from Buehler
et al. 11 After describing our cluster-impact fusion model, we
compare our results to those of BVS.
We propose a model of the impact fusion process based
on the following physical processes. A cluster of heavy water molecules ( ==200) carrying kinetic energy of the order of
a few hundred kilo-electron-volts deposits its energy into a
target material by both electron conduction heating along the
slowing-down path and direct nuclear scattering of some of
the target nuclei encountered. This process spreads the initial
cluster kinetic energy among numerous dissociated target atoms, ions, and electrons of the cluster material and a larger
amount of target material. It is simple to show that the power
deposition from the clusters must be of the order of 10 14
W/cm 2 • At these power levels and with temperature gradient
lengths of approximately the cluster radius, the electron's heat
conduction is saturated (or "flux limited"), ai1d an electron
thermal wave moves outward from the deposition region at
a characteristic velocity u"" = ft Ce = fdkTime) 112 , where the
.3

so-called "flux limit" parameter fi. has been estimated to be
about fL == 0.4(2hr) 11 2 = 0.32. A good discussion of saturated electron heat conduction can be found in, for example,
Ref. 12.
The kinetic energy deposition time lasts only a short time
(== 10- 14 s), approximately the time it takes the cluster to
travel a distance of its own radius. During this period, the energy is thermally conducted into a volume larger than the initial cluster size, and because of the high density and relatively
high temperature, pressure gradients then hydrodynamically
accelerate some of the target material outward, creating a
crater.
A fully consistent plasma model for this complex interaction must take account of the cluster kinetic energy deposition or both cluster and "knock-on" nuclei, the ionization
or the cluster and target atoms, the thermo- and hydrodynamic expansion of the deposited energy, and the nonequilibrium effects that may be important because of the short
time scales and high energy densities involved in these experiments . This complex model is outside the scope of this technical note . We instead approximate the cluster-impact events
with a lllodcl in which the incoming cluster deposits its kinetic
energy as thermal energy in a conduction-heated zone extending some to-be-determined distance into the target material.
This is clearly a very simplified model, but it does show the
effects of target heating on the cooling of the cluster particles in a way that is, at least, straightforward, and it conserves
energy; furthermore, it is similar in spirit to a model presented in Ref. 13.
It is useful to list some of the quantities of interest in our
model and to be specific about the cluster and target numbers
for better understanding . The notations and definitions that
we adopt follow. The cluster radius and volume are given by
Rc~ = 2 x 10-ll NH-' em, and V:·t = 41rRZ,1/3 cm 3 , where Nd is
the number of water molecules in a cluster. The velocity of
the cluster is V0 = 9.78 x 10 6 (Ed/Nd) 112 cm/s, where Ec~ is
the cluster energy in kilo-electron-volts, llw = 3.3 X 10 22/cm 3
is the D2 0 density, and n, = 4.1 x l0 22 /cm 3 is the C0 2
density._
We consider the plasma created by the slowing-down nuclei to be in thermal equilibrium to determine the number of
electrons and ions among which the deposited kinetic energy
is distributed . We used an ionization equilibrium model of the
Saha type 14 to self-consistently determine the ionization level
and the ionization energy that is expended to produce this
level of ionization . We then curve fit the results or these -calculations for both heavy water and deuterated polyethylene
(CD 2 )._ The curve fits take the following form (normalized
quantities are per water molecule):
Electrons:

+ 0.12 T 213 )]

,

= nr~ln .,. = cxp( -6.4/T) [T 213 / ( 1 + 0.5 T 20 )]

,

x,. = nc/nw = exp( -6.4/T) [T 213 /( I
Deuterons:
xd

and

Ionization Energy:
E;

= x('(12 + 0.07T)

eY ,

(16)

where Tis in electron-volts. The curve fits are accurate only
to -20%. We used these curve fits (x,., x(1, and E;) to determine the average temperature of the heated zone in the target.
We distribute the cluster kinetic energy over the total
number of particles (neutrals , ions, and electrons), the ion-

ization energy, and -9 eV per molecule of dissociation energy
to self-consistently find the temperature and the number densities of each species. We define the energy (in electron-volts)
deposited to cluster and target material as
Ed(',,= Nc~[( ~ )(3

+ Xe)T + E; + 9] f ,

(17)

where we have introduced a constant!, which is the ratio or
the total number of molecules heated (cluster plus target) to
the number of cluster molecules. This result, Eq. (17), should
be a good approximation for the higher energy (300-keV) clusters. For the lower energies, the cluster molecules are probably not completely dissociated. The time scale for the heating
(and cooling) should be quite closely given by the clusterimpact "collision" time t,. = Rc~IV0 , which is of the order of
10- 14 s. Since the electron thermal conduction is saturated,
the heated volume increases during the collision time to a
value of approximately
V= (47ri3)(Rc~+ vc,tc) 3 = v:_.1f

withf= (I+ fLceiJ!l 1) 3

•

(18)
We use the flux limit parameter as a fitting parameter although we expect its value to be -0.32, as mentioned earlier.
The energy balance is now written
( 19)

with Ec~ in kilo-electron-volts and Edep in electron-volls.
Equations (17), (18), and (19) are iteratively solved using the
temperature-dependent Saha parameters, Eqs. (16), for the
self-consistent temperature. Once the temperature has been
determined, we use Eq. (15) to determine the number of 8
particles created during the cluster-impact heating time.
Therefore, taking S(O) = 55 keY· band t = (in Eq . ( 16)
and using Eq. (4) in Eq. (7), we calculate the number of reactions that should be observed for given values of ft. and
71 = w-yu. For example, the number of protons generated
during the cluster-impact collision time can be shown to the
given by
Nf' = 2Nc~XeXc~(n,(au)slcl (n,(au)Rt,.} ,

(20)

and this expression can be evaluated once the self-consistent
temperature has been determined. Further, note that f enters
the temperature estimate but not the reaction estimate.
Using this simple heat conduction and energy balance
model, we fit the Beuhler et al. data 11 ; the results are shown
in Fig. 2. We adjustedfL and 71 = w-yR to bring the model calculations and the data into agreement. The value of fL that
produces the full curve in Fig. 2 isfL = 0.38, fairly close to
the expected value of 0.32. The shapes of the yield curves versus Nc~ are quite sensitive to the value of fL because of the
cubic dependence indicated in Eq. (18). This sensitivity .is
shown by the dashed curves in Fig. 2 for fL = 0.33 and 0.43 .
The ratio of the total number of heated molecules to the
number of cluster molecules is -42 over the range of cluster
sizes in the data or Fig. 2. The self-consistent temperatures
for the best-fit solid curve is also shown in Fig. 2. Both the
number of heated molecules and the temperatures so obtained are in good agreement with those estimated in Ref. I 3.
Although the fit to the data is reasonably good for a simple
model, other effects mentioned earlier (e.g., incomplete molecular dissociation) may come into play and thus require additional study.
·
Our model, although inexact in the sense that it only approximates the thermo-, hydro-, and ionization dynamics, has
already approximately the correct behavior as far as the
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reaction rates are concerned. Not only is it difficuit ..
how the ordinary a-d term {the second term in Eq. (7)] could
be made to yield sufficient numbers of reactions, it is even
more difficult to see how this term could be made to agree
with a decrease of yield with the smaller cluster impacts. The
model we have presented is to be viewed as schematic, although we believe that, ror the extraction of the effective resonance width TJ, it is reasonably close.
THE LINE WIDTH AND MODEl RESULTS
AND COMPARISON TO BVS

We now have an estimate (from the curve fit) of the natural line width of the o resonance as approximately W"fu =
4.4 X w-K eY. If w = I, then 'Yu = 4.4 X w-N eY; therefore,
the natural lifetime is in the range 1.2 X 10-8 s < r, < 1.9 X
10- 8 s, with a best-fit value of 1.5 x 10- 8 s. Of course, this
value must still be considered an estimate because of the
thermo-, hydro-, and ionization dynamics physics uncertainties.
Finally, a few other numbers are worth noting. The o-particle density at the peak reaction rate in Fig. 2 is -10 14/cm 3 ;
i.e., only a few parts per billion of the available deuterons are
converted to o particles in the interaction. We note here that
in steady state and under similar plasma conditions, the reaction rate would be increased by a factor of ntJ/11 0 ~ 5 x
10 8 • This increase, if realized at the same cluster kinetic energy, would increase the nuclear energy gain G = £, 11 /E;,
from G:::: w-s in the present experiments up to a maximum
gain of G11111x :::: 5000, a very large gain indeed.
Note from Fig. 2 that the temperature at the peak cluster reaction poinl is -4 eY. Target materials with ionization
energies different from that of carbon will change the num-

ber of electrons produced at a given temperature (Saha equilibrium), and this would change the temperature for a peak
in the reaction rate. The shape of the reaction rate curve,
therefore, will be determined more from the ionization physics than from the resonance physics if, as expected, ER « £ 1 •
Therefore, it is probably not possible to extract the resonance
energy from this sort of data as easily as the resonance width.
Clearly, more work is required to obtain precision values for
these important o-hydron data. The lower temperatures (below ~ 2eV) of Fig. 2 clearly require a more accurate model
involving partial dissociation and other atomic and molecular physics processes that are not necessary for the higher
temperature experiments. We now compare of our results to
those of BVS.
Our results are substantially different from those of BVS
because of our quite different models. BVS were able to extract a resonance energy of between 0.16 and 0.67 eY. Our
model does not allow us to extract the value of ER (we have
simply assumed E1l = I eV) if it is small compared to the ionization levels of most materials. BVS find a line width of between 2 x to- 13 and 2.5 x w-ls eV, giving a very long
lifetime (r, ~ 3 to 300 ms) to the oresonance. On the other
hand, we find "Yu = 4.4 x w- 8 eV for a rather shorter lifetime of r, ~ 1.5 x 10- 8 s. Although our model gives substantially different results, we do agree with BVS that the o
resonance is probably responsible for the observed nuclear reactions in BFF and Ref. 11.
OTHER EXPERIMENTS

There may be many experiments that can be explained
by the existence of the o particle and/or its cousins, the 1r
and r particles. The most controversial of these has been
the observation of "excess" heat, tritium, and neutrons in
cold fusion experiments. We have explained, 9 in some detail,
how the production of the oand r particles in a metal lattice
immediately removes the conflicts between theory and experiments in deuterated metals, by showing how barrier penetration takes place and by recognizing a new class of resonant
nuclear reactions that give rise to the excess heat and very low
neutron production. The new class of nuclear reactions is a
resonant analog of the direct nuclear reactions in which a
transfer of a neutron occurs between a projectile and target
nuclei with positive Q with only charged particles in the exit
channel. These resonant reactions are also analogous to lowenergy neutron absorption resonances. An example of such
a resonant direct nuclear reaction (RDNR) is 238 U(d,I) 237 U
with Q = 0.106 MeV. Both (d, J) and (1, d) reactions may be
operable in the cold fusion experiments; allowing for both tritium production and consumption in these experiments but
without release of neutrons or gamma rays in the reactions.
There is direct evidence in experiments that these RDNRs are
responsible for the excess heat, tritium production, and neutron production. Only because of formation of the chargeneutral o- and r-hydrons are such RDNRs made possible
through barrier penetration of the higher Z target nuclei.
It is outside of the scope of this technical note· to present the
details of these arguments; instead the reader is referred to
Ref. 9 for details.
Although the cold fusion experiments have received wide
attention, their association with nuclear reactions has been
poorly understood. A number of other experiments, less
widely publicized and also poorly understood, appear to be
connected to both cluster-impact fusion and
fusion by the
resonance particle interaction hypothesis. These experiments
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and their theoretical connection. to cluster-impact ai1d cold
fusion experiments provide additional evidence that such resonances do exist.
The first of these is the experiment of Klyuev et al., 15
where a LiD crystal was fractured by a shock wave produced'
by the impact of a 0.2 km/s projectile. In an experiment of
this type, shock waves may produce temperatures of< I eV
but can produce both ionization and dislodged deuterons.
These conditions are favorable to the production of some
small number of 5-hydrons which can react, producing a
small number of d-d neutrons, as these experiments did show.
In these experiments, there are certainly no "high"-energy
deuterons; hence, there can be no ordinary d-d reactions at
all.
Arzhannikov and Kezerashvili, I<• in another Soviet experiment, recently reported observing small numbers of neutrons
produced in a chemical reaction. In this work, LiD pellets
were simply dropped into a test tube of heavy water, the entire assembly having been embedded in a neutron detector.
Statistically significant numbers or neutrons were observed
to be emitted during the exothermic chemical reaction of the
LiD and D20. 1\s in the previous experiment, there could
not have been any conceivable method for producing kiloelectron-volt deuterons in a chemical reaction, but some neutron-producing o particles could have been created with the
small amount of ionization that accompanies chemical energy
release.
Still another experiment with remarkable results is that of
Lochte-Holtgrcven, 3 where a capacitor bank was employed
to explode a thin wire of LiD and lithium. The slow-discharge
capacitor bank added thermal energy to the exploding plasma,
but only to a few hundred electron-volts. After a short period, pulses of neutrons were observed, along with some indications of alpha particles emitted in the d- 6 Li reaction.
These reactions presumably take place in a low-temperature
plasma where there should be very few particles energetic
enough to produce the observed reactions by energetic particle barrier penetration.

reactors of a new character compared to the concepts in magnetically confined and inertially confined fusion reactors. If
sufficient energy release can be realized, the advantages provided by the aneutronic nature of some RDNRs will be very
significant.
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Dr. Frederick J. Mayer
FJM Associates
1417 Dicken Drive
Ann Arbor, MI 48103
Dear Dr. Mayer:
This is in response to your January 29, 1991, letter to me that outlined a
proposed agreement between the Department of Energy (DOE) and your company,
FJM Associates, to expedite a cold fusion research program based on your
theoretical model. Although technical details of the proposed activities were
not provided, you did estimate the funding levels needed to perform the
research.
The DOE has been receptive, at a modest scale and through its regular funding
process, to high-quality research proposals aimed at understanding physical
phenomena attributed to cold fusion. If your theory is based on sound,
scientific principles and the proposed research effort would be within the
Department•s policy on cold fusion, then you should consider submitting a
research proposal for evaluation. However, as occurs with research proposals
submitted in other areas, the evaluation process for your idea would include a
comprehensive, technical peer review.
I can appreciate that you are anxious to test your cold fusion theory and that
you would be frustrated with our evaluation process. On the other hand, there
has been no compelling evidence provided on cold fusion to date that would
justify a revision of present DOE policy, such as the acceleration of review
procedures.
Please accept my best wishes in your future endeavors.
Sincerely,

Walter M. Polansky, Acting Director
Division of Advanced Energy Projects
Office of Basic Energy Sciences, ER-16
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January 29, 1991
Dr . Walter M. Polansky
Basic Energy Sciences~ ER-16
Deparbo.ent of Energy
Washington# D. C. 20545
Dear Dr. Polansky:
This letter is a follow-up to my telephone conversations with you
and Dr. Barney last week.
First of all, let me apologize for the tone of these conversations.
I hope that you will understand that I feel some urgency in trying
to quickly get the appropriate discussions underway on these new
deTlelopments .

As I mentioned on the telephone, we(myself and Dr. John R. Reitz)
now have in hand a rather complete theoretical understanding ot not
only the gross features of ''cold fusion '' experiments but also some
very detailed data from at least two quite competent experimental
groups . Fu.rthermore . our model points a very clear path to
increasing the nuclear reaction level~ almost certainly up to the
power producing level. Our ideas are not generalities; they are
directly testable . In addition.. there is over-arching physics that
has allowed us to understand~ with precision~ the data of the
cluster impact fusion group (Brookhaven)~ as well as other anomalous
experiments with evidence of nuclear reactions. Our first paper
entitled~ "Nuclear Energy Release in Metals" is scheduled for
publica.tion in May~ at which time.. we expect a substantial change in
the success rate and reproducibility in a variety of experiments
with nuclear observations .
I have suggested collaborations with LANL (Damon Giovanielli) and
LLNL (Alex Glass). Both labs indicated either no interest or no
funds ~ at least for purchasing completed research.
This is the
reason for contacting you. I would like to propose the following
axranqement for your consideration~ as a vehicle to get some
experiments going as soon as possible .
The propo~ed agreement would have the following components : 1.)
DOE and/or its designees will receive a confidential briefing on our
work after having signed non-disclosure agreements. 2.) It you wish
to make use of the work in beginning experiments.. DOE will make a
one-time payment to FJMA of $lOOK~ during 1991 ~ for the use of the
information prior to publication. 3. ) If the experiments derived
from this work are successful~ as I clearly expect them to bel I
would be the lead author on the experimental paper. 4. ) DOE will

consider negotiating a follow-on (1992) contract of about $1M with
for extending our joint experiments and beginning development
work on some (to be disclosed) FJMA proprietary concepts for the
reduction to practice of our physics concepts. Of course ~ there is
no implied coni tm.ent of funds until you have decided that it is in
your interest to proceed with such a joint program.
FJMA~

I realize that this proposal sounds rather presumptious~ but please
consider that we have some very important information that bears on
the energy problem and there is not enough ti:me to go through a
contract proposal preparation~ review~ etc. In fact~ we do not even
have much time to get collaborative agreements in place~ before the
information is broadly distributed.
I trust that you will give our proposal a fair reading~ even given
the present negative climate in this controversial area. We are
convinced that things in this area will be changing. Please contact
me as soon as possible on how you wish to proceed. I have enclosed a
vita for your information.
Very truly

yours~

!=.~~2~~
President
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FREDERICK J. MAYER:
1417 Dicken Drive
Ann Arbor, MI 48103
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Dr. Frederick J. Mayer
President
Mayer Applied Research, Inc.
1417 Dicken Drive
Ann Arbor, MI 48103
Dear Dr. Mayer:
This is in response to your May 22, 1991, letter regarding possible support
from the Department of Energy (DOE). There has been no change in the
Department's policy on cold fusion research since my February 6, 1991, letter
to you. We continue to monitor developments in cold fusion throughout the
world and we believe that we are aware of all recent reports, including your
publication in Fusion Technology. However, we have yet to detect whether
these reports are having any impact on the substantial air of scientific
skepticism that has surrounded claims attributed to cold fusion.
In reply to the question raised in your letter, a proposal on cold fusion
submitted to the DOE would be evaluated in accordance with the guidelines
described in the enclosed booklet entitled, "Application and Guide for the
Special Research Grant Program, 10 CFR Part 605.
You should note that the
evaluation procedures for research proposals include a comprehensive, peer
review. Recognizing the present state of affairs in cold fusion, it is
difficult to envision a research proposal submitted in this area would be able
to withstand the scrutiny of such a review.
11

Thank you for taking the time to inform me of your research activities in cold
fusion.
Sincerely,

Walter M. Polansky, Director
Division of Advanced Energy Projects
Office of Basic Energy Sciences, ER-16
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Dear Dr. Polansky:
Appended i.s a copy of our first paper, "Nuclear Energy Relea e in
Metals", which recently appeared in Fusion Technology. It go sa
long way to rernoving the conflicts in the "cold fusio " effect. As I
mentioned in my letter to you of January 29, we have in hand a
rather complete understanding of the anomalous effects in
deuterated n1etals. Our second paper (presently under review) is
entitled, " On Very-Low Energy Hydrogenic Nuclear Reactions". A
third paper with more of the basic physics of the new re onance ·
particles, ( we now call them "hydrons") is also out for review.

e are interested in finding som

upport for our experimental
program. Is there a chance tha a proprietary proposal to DOE
could be processed fairly quick! ? ith ur publications, we are
1nt1ng the direction for the
rimentalists, and we expect some
rathe
ectacular results quite soon. However, we also think that
are in a unique position to most directly attempt the development
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of an energy source from our present understanding and designs. In
fact, we would hope to lead a national program for the research and
development of this energy source for DOE and industrial partners.
We have learned that a number of other countries are funding
substantial programs in the area known (incorrectly) as "cold
fusion". We have been approached by one Japanese company
already, yet we don't seem to be able to get out of the "Pons and
Fleishmann potential well" in our own country.
We would be happy to give you a briefing about our propietary
concepts, if that would help. Please let us know if you have any
suggestions on how we might proceed.
Sincerely,

F:Jda~~
President
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A scenario for nuclear energy release in metals produced
through resonant direct nuclear reactions of/ow-energy "vir·
tuur dtneu~rons ancttrtneutrons ts proposed. These reactions
produce hear, tritium, and only low levels of penetrating radiations. The proposed scenario is shown to be consistent with
some detailed dat~ from ''.;old /~lvn "~"'perlrm:m~;. Furthermore, the possible connection of the proposed scenario with
some other previously recognized, but anomalous, nuclear
observations of geophysical interest is suggested.
~~~~~:i!::~~ill:~~~~~H~~@~)-m.s,~~~%~1$@"@~:~~WW~~~l~'<;M;M)1~1i~1f::'"m~~
~~),.~#W.~~~~;.~~~{i:~~~~;:~::~)~~~~~~..--~~~~~~~ij~~.::·.~·~<<:~~~<:::~::~~~~~~~-:~, . ~,.;~

I. INTRODUCTION

In early 1989, the reports by Fleischmann and Pons 1 and
of Jones et al. 2 led to a flourish of activity to determine if
nuclear energy release at near-ambient conditions was indeed
occurring in deuterium-loaded metals. Many experiments did
not observe evidence of nuclear react inn .~ . whil,. oth~r~ did .
This disparity led to rather polarized debate in the scientific
community as it became quite clear that, without straining
credulity, the positive observations could not be explained by
the well·studied, and most probable, d·d nuclear reactions.
However, while the debate proceeded, so did other experi·
ments; there are currently some 60 laboratories 3 around the
world that have reported evidence of nuclear reaction activity and/or excess heat from electrochemical cells or other deuterium-loaded metal systems.
Numerous theoretical suggestions have been ut forward
to explain the experimental observations (excess heat , tritium
generationJ neutron generation, and charged-particle generation), but mQny

Ar~

not

~omp1'4;Lc:ly \;VU~blelll

wlt:h the Ot>·

servations. It is not the purpose of this paper to discuss all the
c:xpcrlmemal observations, nor to critique the various theo·
~etical models that have been proposed. The interested reader
is referred to the review article of Bockris et al. 3 for a sum·
mary of the experimental situation and to the paper by Miley
et al. • for a summarY of the proposed nucleAr ['hyc i r~ mod.
els. Rather, it is the purpose of this paper to propose a new
scenario that may be responsible for the experimental "cold
6&2

fusion'' oh"ervations and to sussest r:ome clear directions for
modifications of the current experiments that could test our
proposal. We also suggest that the scenario proposed here
may explain some previously reco2nized anomalou~ nHdf';~r
observations of seophysical interest.
For the sake of completeness, we list here some average
observations in cold fusion experiments, not all of which are
rouna by all observers, nor during all of their experiments.
The positive results appear to be sporadic in nature and to de·
pend in some unknown way on the materials used. Experimentally, the observations are roughly as follows:
1. neutron generation rate up to 103/ s

2. tritium generation rate up to -10 11 /s
3. excess heat generation rate up to -10 W/cm 3
4. little or no 3 He or 4 He detected

S. no deuteron-triton ( d-1) neutrons or energetic gamma
rays detected

6. all observables seem to be produced in bursts (micro'eoondr: for n•utron3 to

Cl

f"w hour.1 for

c~~c~~

llcc.L).

It is the lack of energetic secondary nuclear particles that is
most revealing. As others 4·' have pointed out, the absence of
the easily detected d·t neutrons. which would have to be ere·
ated at a rate of -lo-s times the tritium generation rate (the
triton has 1.01 MeV of kinetic energy in the exit channel) in
the deuteron-deuteron ( d-d) reaction, apparently eliminates
this reaction as the source of both the tritium and excess heat.
On the other hand, the relatively small rates of d-d neutron
production could be the result of secondary nuclear reactions
in a situation where the primary reactions had very low en·
ergy deuterons in the exit channel .

w,. rroturn t o

th~

comparicon of th• eHperimcntat

ob~cr·

vations and our proposed reaction scenario after a discussion
of some; relevant

nuc!c~a• vll y~h; s .

II. RESONANT DIRECT NUCLEAR REACTIONS
Th• mau-enersy differonoo

b~twec:n th~ d~utc.ron

c:uuJ

G

triton is quite small, l4d,j 11:1 J.8141 MeV. So. in the well·
studied direct reactions, 6 i.e., stripping (t,d) or pick- up
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(d, t) reactjons, the energy increment transferred can be
small. Contrast this value with the cJa~~ic direct re.actions ,
(d,p) and (p,d), with a transferred energy increment of
5.8469 MeV. The latter energy incr~m~nt oftt".n re~ult~ in 'ubstantial energy being carried away as kinetic energy of the
exiting light particle or nuclear excitation (and, therefore.
gamma emission) in positive·Q reactions. On the other hand,
the heavy hydrogen direct reactions may resu1t in relatively
low exit channeJ kinetic energies in reactions that are close to
resonant with this energy increment. We believe that these re-

TABLB J

Positive·Q. Tritium·Producing Reactions
(on Stable Isotopes) for Which Q/j lldt I < 0.1
Prntinrt

Tritium Producers

t. 23su ( d,l)23'u

Radiation
(MeV)
{3-, low-energy

Q
(MeV) Q!l lldtl
0.1059

0.0583

Stable
Stable
Stable
Stable
Stable
Stable

0.0259
0.1259
0.0459
0.0759
0.0859
0.0059

0.014
0.070
0.025
0.042
0.047
0.0032

~I .A hlP

0

gommos

2. 201 Hg (d, t)2ooHg
3. 195Pt (d t)t94pt
4. IB'os (d, f) 1860s
1s3w (d, n1s2w
6. 176Lu (d, I) l7~Lu
7 , t63Dy (d,l) 162Dy
8. t43Nd (d. t) 142Nd

~~~Q
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actions may be the primary operative nuclear reactions tak·
ing place in cold fusion experiments .

With such reactions, tritium is produced or consumed
with no other light nuolei involved.

Tcabl~a

1 and lJ

li~l·

tlu;

most closely resonant reactions on stable nuclear isotopes ·
with the heavy hydrogen isotopes .., We designate these reac·
tions tritium producers and tritium consumers. The list is in·
complete, as we have chosen to display onJy those reactions
that are within IOOJo of being 14on., resonance, Qlllld,l < 0.1 .
Notice in Table I that for most of the tritium producers,
the heavy product nuclei are stable. For the t- 238 U reaction,
the resulting 237 U decays with a half·life of 6.75 days, and
the product radiatioas are a soft beta and low-energy gamma
ravs.
Notice that the product heavy nuclei are either stable or
have relatively low energy radioactivity. Also, the deuterons
(and tritons) carrying away the excess Q are of low energy
and, therefore, will not interact strongly with the ambient me·
dium. There are numernw: nthPr r.P~t-tionc th~t could be offresonance further than the IOOJo criterion above, especially in
the (t,d) reactions; however, they would not be expected to
have cross sections as large as the more closely resonant reactions listed, i.e .• the zero·energy resonances. Of course, the
resonant character of these

r~oction$

might be expccLcd lv

yield cross sections many orders of magnitude above the non·
resonant background reactions as in neutron absorption res·
onances (e.g., in indium). Without detailed measurements,
however, it is not possible to know if these reactions actually
possess very large resonant cross sections at zero energy. Such
experiments are made·nearly impossible at the extren1ely lo\1\
•compil~d

from dClto f1o111 ~cr. 7. M v11; •~m

compllarlOns or tne

nuclide mass levels differ from tho e used in the computat ions by
as much as a few tens of ke\ '

Note: Reaction 1 conserves spin and parity.

TABLE II
Positive-Q, Tritium·Consuming Reactions (on Stable Isotopes) for
Tritium Consumers
l. 192Pt(l,d)'93pt

2.
3.

176 Hf(l,d) 177 Hf
169 Tm(l,d) 170 Tm

4. 166Er(l,d) 16'Er

S. 165 Ho(t,d) 166 Ho
6. 159 Tb (l,d) 160 Tb
7. 156 0d(t,d) 15 'Gd
8. 153 Eu(l,d) 154 Eu
9. 151 Eu(l,d) 152 Eu
10. 126 Te(l,d) 127 Te
Jl. t2lSb(t,d)124Sb
12. 106pd(l,d)I07•pd
13. 88 Sr(t, d) 89 Sr
14. SOTj (t,d) 51 Ti
IS . 26Mg{l,d)l' Mg

Product Radiation
(MeV)

Q
(MeV)

IT. iridium L X rays
Stable
(j-(0.97), e-, X rays
Stable
(j-(J .84), e-, X rays
(j-(J .74), e-. X rays
Stable
,6 -(1.85), e-, X rays
{3 -(1.48), e-, X rays

0.0241
O.J 141
0.1641
0.184)
0.0741
0.134)
0.0941
0.1341
0.0341

0.060
0.074
0.05
0.07
0.02

0.033

O.OJB

e-(0 .7) .

.e~mm~ ray~

13 -(1 .48), gamma rays
Palladium X ray~ . "{3 -(1 .46), gamma rays
,6 -(2.14), gamma rays
13
75), gamma rays

-o.

Ql jAd1l
0.0175
0.063
0.09
0.10

0.1701

0.094

0 .0641

O.OlS

0.1441
0.1231
0.1831

0.08
0.068
0.10

Note: Reactions 3, 10, 12, and 15 conserve spin and parity.
•The asterisk in reaction 12 refers to an excited nuclear state.
t t::..LA.'
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d (or I) kinetic energies due to the very high Coulomb bar·
rier. Of course, this is the obvious major objection to such

reactions having any finite probability. The Coulomb barrier
for these reactions is much larger than that of the d-d reac- .
tion because the barrier penetration factor scales approximately as
where
Z 1 , Z2 =atomic numbers of the reacting nuclei

A t 2 = reduced mass (amu)
E =center-of-mass kinetic energy (eV).

Considering deuteron kinetic energies of, at most, a few electron-volts, these reactions could not take place at finite (i.e.,
measurable) rates. Some reactions of the (d, t) type have been
suggested by Rafelski et at., 8 with screening of the deuteron
charge provided by a massive negatively charged particle,
supposedly a remnant of the early universe. Alternatively, we
propose a different screening mechanism.
Ill. " VIRTUAL" NEUTRONS, DINEUTRONS, AND TRINEUTRONS

There is now reason to soeculate on the existence of what
we will call a "virtual" neutron, "virtual" dineutron, and "virtual" trineutron . (This nomenclature is used here for convenience, not precision.) These virtual particles may form as a
result of continuum resonance scattering of an electron and
a proton, deuteron, or triton . The latter resonance states
are now expected, based on an extension of some recent work
by Spence and Vary.9 These authors describe a quantum
electrodynamics calculation that yields quite narrow (i.e .•
long-lived) resonances in the electron-positron system . The
continuum resonances so predicted appear to agree very well
with data from certain heavy-ion experiments, where an apparently long·lived electron·positron pair is left behind in
heavy-ion collisions. Furthermore, Benesh, Vary. and
Spence 10 (BVS) have proposed an extension of the quantum
elect rodynamics calculations to the electron-deuteron (e-d)
ase, finding resonances in this system that might explain the
much-higher-than-classical fusion rates in recent cluster impact fusion experiments. 11
From these experiments and their theoretical calculations,
BVS estimate a line width in the e-d system of < 1o- 11 eV,
which would correspond to a lifetime of up to 60 JJ.S- a very
long time indeed . Furthermore, the electron energies of the
resonances are contained in a region between a few tenths of
an e tron-volt and -5 eV, just the range of electron enerat are to be found in certain metal lattices. From their
-J
, BVS also calculate that the virtual particles will be
ery small- only a few fermis . The compact size of these virtual particles allows them to penetrate the Coulomb barrier
easily, with the much hisher probability that they will undergo a nuclear reaction.This situation is quite similar to barrier penetration in the well-studied case of muon catalyzed
fusion. 12 The Coulomb interaction of the virtual particle and
a collision partner is screened out in regions larger than the
virtual particle size-in the present case, down to the fermi
scale. These virtual or resonance particles, therefore, wiU behave as though they were charge-neutral protons, deuterons,
or tritons of very low energyi and if resonant direct nuclear
reactions (RDNRs) are available, these reactions are then ex- - - - ec
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per.ted to be very strongly dominant,'ll a resultb important to
the discussion below.
We think it important to point out that there is a longstanding anomaly in the studies of the diffusivity of intersti·
tial atoms in metals. It is well known that hydrogen isotopes
have an extremeJy high diffusivity in metals, 14 as much as 20
orders of magnitude higher than other interstitials such as oxygen or nitrogen. This anomaly could be the result of the extreme smallness of the hydrogen isotope virtual particles
giving rise to the rapid diffusion through the metal lattices.
For example, the cross section should scale roughly as the
approximate size of the interstitial atoms or particles. The
charge-neutralizing radius of a hydrogen isotope dissolved in
a metal is -1 A, but the size of the virtual neutron (e-p) or
its heavier counterparts {e-d and e-t) is a few fermis, which
then gives a projected area ratio of 109 , not as large a factor
as the observed increase, but large nonetheless. Clearly, compact virtual particles could be part of the explanation for the
hydrogen-in-metal diffusivity anomaly.
We suggest that although there has yet to be direct evidence for the existence of compact, charge-neutral resonance
particles (virtual neutron, dineutron, and trineutron), the indirect evidence (see below) for their existence does seem to be
increasing. The possibility of generating and selectively reacting these virtual states of singly charged nuclei (and singly
charged only!) could, in fact, open up a whole new class of
low-energy nuclear physics experiments and applications.
Lastly, we mention that there has been speculation 15 •16
that low·energy resonance reactions may have potential for
nuclear fusion. However, the (d,t) and (t,d) reactions described in this paper were not suggested by McNally; more
importantly, neither was the enabling screening mechanism
provided by virtual particle formation . If our scenario does,
indeed , explain the current cold fusion experiments, then it
would be, of course, useful to search out additio{lal resonant
reactions .
IV. RDNRs, VIRTUAL PARTICLES, AND
COLO FUSION EXPERIMENTS

IV.A. Electrochemical Experiments
The resonant direct nuclear reactions of the (d, t) and
( t, d) type mentioned above have the important characteris·
tic that the released nucleons all have very low energies (on
a nuclear scale); hence, they do not react strongly with the
surrounding medium to create secondary nuclear products,
but deposit their energy as heat in the medium . Additionally,
only very low energy gamma rays from low-lying excited
states are present. Furthermore, neither 3He nor 4He are created in the reactions. All these characteristics are in agreement
with observations (or. actually, the lack thereof) in cold fusion experiments. The observation of tritium production
would be consistent with the tritium producer reactions listed
in Table I, if the relevant nuclides were present as impurities
in the metals or electrolytes in the electrochemicals cells. For
bReactions on high-Z nuclei are expected to be much larger than
for d-d, even without a resonance, as may be seen from extract·
ing the S(O) value from reaction cross-section data. Note that
o(£}
S(E)P(E} I E, where S(E) is the astrophysical S factor.

=

With screening down to the fermi scale, P(E) • 1. similar to the
case of deuterons with energy "above the barrier." Based on data
from Ref. I 3. we find that S(O)- 770 keV · b for (d, t ) on 231 U,
but S(O) • SS keV · b for (d, I) on deuterium.
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the virtual dineutron and tr!neutron &tates, the resonant-electron may enter the exit channel reaction kinematics so as to
carry away some fraction of reaction energy. further reduc·
ing the observable secondary nuclear reactions.
Impurities may be playing a very substantial role in the
cold fusion experiments both in the metals and in the deuterium supply. In particular. the tritium that is found in 0 20
water and deuterium gases could be contributing strongly to
the evolved excess heat produced. Furthermore, if the tritium
and metal impurities are indeed significant, then we expect
the following:
J. The reactions should be sporadic (in bursts) as the various interaction partners are brought together in the electrochemical loading process, e.g .• by cracking the lattice or by
phase changes giving rise to drifdng nuclei.
2. The experimental reproducibility should be poor due
to probable widely varying levels of impurities in the different cell materials.

These erratic observations in cold fusion experiments arc expected by our proposed Ecenario.
Determining which reactions in Tables 1 and 11 are allowed depends on the spin and parity of the nucleons in the
reactions. In the case of the virtual partides, these quantum
numbers are not known. One is tempted to use the spin and
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parity assignments of the corresponding charged particles (d
and t ); doing so results in only reaction 1 of Table I andre·
actions 3, 10, 12. and IS of Table II being allowed. Note that
for the tritium producers, only the uranium reaction remains.
Of course, there is a possibility that a uranium impurity is
present in some cell materials, but it is more likely that platinum (an anode material in some cell designs) is present as an
impurity. In the case of the tritium consumers, the obvious
allowed reaction is 106 Pd(t,d) 107 •Pd, reaction 12 of TabJe II,
but other impurity nuclides involved in reactions 2, JO. and
1S of Table II could also be present. However. it is not clear
that these spin/parity assignments are correct for the virtual
particles, so these selection criteria may be in error. Further
experiments should help resolve this issue.
There is some recent evidence that the 106 Pd (t. d) 107 •Pd
reaction may be taking place. In the following, we analyze the
new results presented by Appleby, Murphy, and Srinivasan 17
(AMS). This 8roup presented depth profile data of palladium
isotopes taken from cathodes that were electrolyzed in both
H 20 and 0 20. The experiments described by these authors
are of the standard electrol)'tic cell type usi;tg a palladium
disk cathode and a nickel mesh anode. Some of their data,
reproduced in Fig. l, shows the isotopically resolved data
from a 0.63·Cm·diam x O.S·cm-Jong palladium disk in both
heavy and light water electrolytes as a function of depth. The
natural palladium isotopic abundances are 102 Pd =0.960Jo,

10~'~--------------------------------------------------,
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Fig. 1. Palladium isotope data versus depth in !wo experiments of Appleby et al. 16 The upper set of curves (sample 3) was obtained with
a palladium cathode electrolyzed in H 2 0; the lower set of curves (sampleS) was obtained with a palladium cathode electrolyzed
in 0 20. Note that the 106 Pd curve in sample S has decreased a small amount relative to the other isotopes in this sample when
compared with those In sample 3.
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Pd = 10.970Jo, 105 Pd =22.2%, 106 Pd =27.3%, 108 Pd =
26. 70Jo, and 110 Pd = 11.80Jo. In Fig . 1, the upper curves are
the data from the light water electrolyte run, and the 'tower
are from the heavy water run. The important observation
here is that the 106 Pd of the light water run appears to have
been depleted to a level about equal to that of the 108 Pd in
the heavy water run at least to a depth of 1.4 #-tm. Other data
show that ·this depletion extends into at least 8 #-tm. The can·
didate resonant direct nuclear reaction, as mentioned above,
is 106 Pd(l,d) 107.Pd with Q =0.0641 MeV, and the 107 •Pd
then undergoes a radiative transition yielding a 0.115-MeV
gamma ray.
The 106 Pd depletion ts,c amounts to -0.60lo of the palla·
dium in the first 8-#-tm layer, which corresponds to roughly
4 >< 10 17 atoms, and the energy released to -4 kJ (not counting the gamma-ray energy); over a time of -1700 h, this gjves
a released power of only -7 mW. However, the heat may
have been released in a much shorter time burst (-12 h). In
any case, the important result here is that the excess power
deduced from this candidate reaction is within reasonable
agreement with the observed excess power levels of AMs•s experiments.
Clearly, if this is the operative nuclear reaction, then an
equal number (4 x 10 11) of tritons would need to have been
consumed. However, it is easy to estimate that there could
not have been this many tritons available from the tritium
in the heavy water (which typically contains -10 9 atom/ml).
The electrolyte had a volume of 100 ml. which converts to
-10 11 tritons, but there is also fresh heavy water added to
make up water lost in the electrolysis at a rate of -4 ml/h
for a replacement time of -2S h or 68 replacements in their
1700-h run. This gives a total number of tritons available
of -6.8 x 10 12 , which is down 6 x 10 4 from the total requi red to account for the 106 Pd depletion. So either there
was additional tritium intr duced, or it must have been produced in a tritium-prod u
eaction of the type listed in Table I.
There is no (d, f) RDNR on the palladium isotopest so we
are forced to look for reactions with contaminants. The
nickel anode itself also has no'RDNR candidates. However,
platinum is a known contaminant (up to hundreds of parts
per million) of palladium. Therefore, a candidate RDNR is
195
Pt(d,I) 194 Pt(gs} with Q = 0.126 MeV. Uranium (reaction
1 of Table I) might also be present in smaller concentrations,
although this has not been measured (as far as we know). The
highly nonreproducible and sporadic (burstlike) character of
the observed nuclear effects in cold fusion experiments might
be traced to the amount of tritium (a contaminant in the deuterium) present and/or the amount produced (through metal
contaminants) in RDNRs. This hypothesis can clearly be
tested with controlled contamination of the palladium cathodes and by addition of tritium while measuring the excess
power generated.
Before leaving our discussion of typical electrochemical
experiments (with palladium cathodes), it is useful to mention
a point of possible experimental confusion regarding tritium
production in these electrodes. If the (t,d) reaction on 106 Pd
(reaction 12 in Table II) is active in these experiments, then
107
Pd is created. This palladium isotope is beta radioactive
with a very long half-life, but, more importantly. the beta
104

'Contrary to these results, Ref. 18 reports data indicating an en·
. hancement of the 106 Pd isotope durina electrolysis; however, the
authors in Ref. 18 also suMested that a contaminant species may
have compromised their Pd data.
·
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end-point energy is only 40 keV. This is to be compared with
the tritium beta end-point energy of 18.5 keY. If care is not
taken to discriminate between these two nuclides by their energy spectra, it is possible to confuse 107 Pd for tritium. It is
not clear whether this confusion has or has not occurred in
cold fusion experiments up to now.
IV.B. Charged·Particle Beam Experiments

Next, we consider another very interesting and important recent experiment that has been described by Chambers,
Hubler, and Grabowski 19 (CHG). This group has directly
measured charged particles emitted from a thin deuteriumloaded 1-J.Lm titanium foil using charged-particle detectors
located directly behind the titanium foil. This group has observed the emission of 5.08-MeV charged particles. It is not
known whether the particles were protons, deuterons, or tri·
tons, but the energy measurement resolution was excellent at
17 keV. The CHO experimental result is inconsistent with the
charged-particle branch of the d-d reaction that produces a
3-MeV proton and a 1-MeV triton. However, a candidate
RDNR that might be responsible is 4'Ti(t, d) 48 Ti with Q =
5.3701 MeV into the ground state of 48 Ti. Assuming zero incident energy in the center of mass, the exitina deuteron would
then have kinetic energy of Ed = (48/SO)Q c S.lS5 MeV.
The comparison with the measured charged-particle eneray
is even closer if the source encrsy is corrected for comina
through the 1-#-tm foil. {Energy loss of -88 ke VI 14m can be
estimated from other data of CHG .)
A straightforward calculation of the number of tritons required if this RDNR is producing the CHG data suggests
that, as in the case of the electrochemical cells, a tritium
supply in excess of the tritium contaminant {-1 pan in 10 14 )
in the deuterium would be required to observe their count
rates. Since there are no (d, t) RDNRs on titanium, another
contaminant metal (see Table I) would again be necessary.
Finally, we mention the quite extraordinary results of the
Bhabha Atomic Research Centre 20 (BARC) group. After
bombarding a titanium disk with energetic (hundreds of kiloelectron-volts) deuterons from a plasma focus device, the
BARC group found no evidence of tritium production on two
successive days; however, after S weeks they observed very
large tritium activity. This group also measured the production of excess tritium by simply loading 0 2 gas into palladium metal for a number of days. These results may be
consistent with the RDNRs on contaminants taking place
during some buildup time, due to a small reaction rate. However, experiments are needed to confirm this conjecture.
Our proposed scenario for explaining the observations in
cold fusion leads us to suggest specific experiments that can
be performed to test its validity. These include introducing excess amounts of tritium into palladium or titanium, along
with measurements to observe enhancement of the nuclear ef·
fects. Also. palladium and titanium metals may be doped specifically with measured amounts of metals chosen from the
list in Table II and then examined for production of additional tritium and heat.
V. DISCUSSION

In this paper, we proposed a scenario that appears to
have characteristics that agree, in large part, with cold fusion
experimental data. The scenario consists of RDNRs and elec·
tron·resonance-created virtual dineutrons and trineutrons.
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The resonance screening hypothesis (without the RDNRs)
may also explain observations of strongly increased nuclear
reacti6n rates in "cluster-impact" fusion experiments.IO Fur~
thermore, it would appear that our scenario could also be an
explanation for other anomalous observations apparently requiring nuclear reactions at near-ambient conditions. These
include·the observation of tritium being released from volcanos arid other geothermal vents, as noted by Jones et al., 2
and the observation of an anomalously large 3He/.. He ratio
in chemical-grade metals 21 ; this latter observation might occur in a tritium-producing RDNR from deuterium introduced
in water during melt processing of the metals, followed by
subsequent beta decay of the tritium. Finally, the observation
of excess 3He compared with 4He in geologically evolved
gases22 could have a similar reaction scenario as its source.
Along· with the excess 3He from these reactions, there would
be the associated additional source of heat, possibly contributing to the earth's anomalous heat production. 22
Of course, our hypotheses will require many laboratory
experiments of different types before the processes can be
fully understood or extended to the geophysical problems
mentioned above; however, the direction for further study of
these virtual particle low-energy nuclear reactions has been
made explicit and should be examined in the near future .
And finaUy, if the virtual particle hypothesis is borne out,
there will undoubtedly be. in addition to the resonant direct
nuclear reactions, other interesting virtual particle reactions
to examine, such as the virtual-neutron-to-real-neutron transformation reaction that frees a neutron. Some of these reactions have been identified and would be worth examining
later, as the two neutron transfer reactions would be.
Our scenario, if proven accurate, could indicate a very
important new direction to access nuclear energy release with
moderate effort and capital investment, compared with the
present fission or fusion technologies .
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May 23, 1991 -- on Mayer pre-preproposal
1) Any theory involving "hydrons" is unlikely to hold water.
2) Not clear who the experimentalists would be. Or just what the
experiments themselves would be.
(But I bet it'd be easy to
disprove, probably an afternoon in somebody's lab, not a whole
project at big$.)
3) The paper is unconvincing:
a) Uses Vary as evidence, but we didn't credit that work.
b) They also ignore fact neutrons are 100,000 times less
frequent than tritons (when they should be nearly equally
frequent).
This, while explaining why there are "no" heliums.
c) Other things in my notes I found unconvincing or doubtful
but won't go into here.
4) Would recommend to Mayer not to make a proprietary proposal.
No proposal to AEP is processed quickly because it is reviewed.
And, in present climate, any proposal having to do with cold
fusion would likely fair badly.
(Even the Admiral says it's "bad
science".)

